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BEAUX RUMBLE

  

The Beaux in Beaux Rumble pays tribute to the iconic Beaux-Arts architecture 
in New York’s Grand Central Station, with the overall restaurant design 
inspired by the ornate vaulted metal, marble features, archways and refined 
style of the 1913 building. 

And the Rumble? This connection is much closer to home, in fact, just a few 
hundred metres away. Gilson & Rumble were famed Queensland pottery 
makers who based their workshop in the James Street area, as well as in 
Ipswich from 1895 through to 1921, with many of their ceramic pieces now 
taking pride of place in galleries across Australia and internationally. 

On ground level, Beaux Rumble features a vibrant parlour which looks out 
onto Ada Lane for cocktails and casual dining, and the main dining 
room, which is hidden from initial view, features a softer palette and is a room 
of comfortable elegance.  Upstairs, there are two private dining rooms with 
generous spaces that overlook the entry and beautiful staircase as well as 
The Terrace which boasts a New York rooftop style vibe. 

Beaux Rumble is a part of the renowned Pony Dining Group, which has been 
delighting Brisbane diners since 2012. Chef Chris Mann and his team have 
made the move to Beaux Rumble from the group's own Pony Dining Eagle 
Street Pier (which closed in January 2020), bringing over a decade of culinary 
experience to Beaux Rumble as well as a passion for local and seasonal produce 
to the kitchen.
 
‘Fresh produce is everything to me,’ Chris said of his food philosophy. ‘How a 
chef treats produce, from the minute he selects it, to when it enters his kitchen, 
is prepared and is served on the plate, should be reflected in the taste and 
appearance of the final dish. Even an Oyster, that tiny bit of indulgence that is 
over in a split second of eating, takes 3 years to grow and develop! Those tiny 
little herbs that we use as a garnish? They are just 2 weeks old and can be 
destroyed or mishandled in a second. Take care of your produce and it will sing 
on the taste buds.’ says Chef Chris.
 

 



  

 
GROUP BOOKING & FUNCTIONS

Beaux Rumble invites you to experience your very own tailored event or occasion,  ensuring your guests leave with a lasting impression.

WEDDINGS   

Expect tailored solutions paired with exceptional and personalised service from our dedicated team starting from your inquiry through to the event.
Beaux Rumble is a unique and stunning venue in the bustling James Street Precinct of Fortitude Valley with a view from our private dining room terrace.

Showcasing 2 distinctive areas, our events team will be on hand every step of the way to attend to your every need. The venue has a variety of options to 
accommodate your specific needs with areas to fit every mood and occasion, from cocktail parties and coporate events to celebratory social gatherings 
and private diners.

Allow Beaux Rumble to assist in planning your wedding with a stunning backdrop for one of the most memorable days of your life. With a dedicated 

event planning service, your Event Manager will be on hand to tailor a personalised package ensuring you are in good hands.

Enquire through our events team on reservations@beauxrumble.com.au for a wedding pack or make a wedding enquiry online at 

www.beauxrumble.com.au .



Come for a ride with us – Pony Eagle Street Pier Brisbane.

  

 

PRIVATE DINING ROOMS

Beaux Rumble can accommodate seated groups for private dining of up to 18 guests in our Pony Room or our Beaux Room. Alternatively, you may combine the two rooms and 
utilise the entire space for up to 60 guests. We can also accommodate private cocktail style events for up to 120 guests. Beaux Rumble can combine or separate the spaces to suit the flow 
of your event from start to finish. Experience exquisite cuisine and enjoy the breeze from our terrace.

Maximum Capacity     Seated 60 | Standing 120



  

 

LOWER LEVEL DINING

Upon entrance, Beaux Rumble has a vibrant parlour which looks out onto Ada Lane. It is the perfect space for cocktails or casual dining. Hidden from view is the main dining room featuring 
a bar and dining space oozing New York vibes and comfortable elegance. The parlour can accommodate seated groups for up to 25 guests and the main dining room can seat up to 65 guests.
It is the perfect space for social lunches or celebratory dinners.

Parlour Maximum Capacity     Seated 25    •    Main Dining Room Maximum Capacity     Seated 65



  

 
BEAUX RUMBLE DRINKS

Our dynamic hand-crafted wine list features classics with renowned names, styles and regions mixed with 
some more modern interpretations, funky and natural styles of wine. The wine list is ever changing to reflect 
seasonality, our food menu and sometimes just because we’ve come across something we really love. 
Our focus is on providing exceptionally delicious wines for every palate.

Cocktails

Beaux Rumble bartenders are renowned for their flair, vision and creative instinct. Working closely with
the kitchen team, our bartenders continuously push the limits in crafting a captivating, innovative and
exceptional cocktail list, teaming fresh seasonal produce with interesting textural experiences. Some of our 
most evocative cocktails are tailored to match key dishes on the menu in a precise, tantalising and 
unforgettable fusion.

 DRINKS

Wines



 

AM5, Ada Lane
46 James Street
Fortitude Valley QLD 4006

T. 07 3181 3451
E. reservations@beauxrumble.com.au

BEAUX RUMBLE LOCATION

Beaux Rumble is positioned on the corner of Ada Lane and Wandoo Street alongside the 
Calile Hotel within the bustling James Street Precinct. An easy 1km walk from the Fortitude
Valley train station.

FACEBOOK  /beauxrumble • INSTAGRAM @beaux rumble
www.beauxrumble.com.au


